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1. Introduction
 
 In addition to presentations on language structure and the socio-historical setting of immigrant 
languages, the Workshops on Immigrant Languages in the Americas (WILA) include much research on 
language shift. Much of that work has tested and supported the ‘verticalization’ model of language shift 
(Salmons 2002 et seq., Brown forthcoming), where learning of a majority language and shift to it are 
argued to correlate with loss of local control over community institutions and less tight interconnections 
among local institutions. In many institutions — governmental, educational, religious, media, for 
instance — control shifts to extra-community hands and connections to broader societal institutions 
(state, regional, national) grow stronger. These changes to basic community structure ultimately have 
impact on social networks and are argued to drive the acquisition of and shift to a majority language to 
a greater extent than community-specific factors. 
 Verticalization proposes a falsifiable theory of language shift, but it warrants noting the extent to 
which the model is reshaping our description of those processes. While domains of use in minority 
communities have long been a focus (e.g., Fishman 1964, 1965), verticalization provides explicit focus 
on particular institutions, for example. Countering the longstanding assumption that newcomers to 
Wisconsin learned English quickly, Wilkerson & Salmons (2008) initiated a stream of research showing 
how long communities remained monolingual in their heritage languages in ways consistent with 
verticalization. In many presentations at recent WILAs, scholars have examined various aspects of 
language attitudes, ideology, and postvernacularity (e.g. Brown & Hietpas 2019, Brown & Hoffman 
2020, Moquin & Wolf 2020) in this context. 
 I ask whether beginning to make direct comparisons across different communities in one region 
might help us understand language shift from immigrant languages to English and whether it might 
provide new evidence for or against verticalization, with a focus on the very end of shift, reckoned by 
the age of the youngest known heritage speakers. This pilot study identifies new evidence for the 
progression of language shift, drawing on comparative data from numerous communities in Wisconsin 
and surrounding areas. These communities spoke a range of Germanic (German, Dutch, West Frisian, 
Norwegian and Icelandic) and other languages (Walloon and Finnish), all founded in the mid to late 19th 
century. I first show rates of immigrant language monolingualism based on the US Census, showing that 
communities varied greatly in this regard, but with all reporting some monolinguals. Far greater variation 
is found in American-born monolinguals, showing that English was variably present across 
communities. But language maintenance does not appear to depend on monolingualism: Regardless of 
extent of monolingualism and other characteristics investigated, all these communities still completed 
shift at the same time to a striking and previously unreported extent. While there were many 
monolinguals in 1910, the last heritage speakers were all born largely in the 1940s, only 30 years later. 
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This surprisingly tight chronology allows us to make a potentially important new correlation, namely as 
the time when especially rural communities underwent key last stages of verticalization, including in 
particular  much more direct state control and consolidation of schools. 
 The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the verticalization model. Section 3 presents 
1910 Census data, to set up the rapidity of shift, while section 4 turns to the last stage of language shift, 
the youngest heritage speakers in these communities. I conclude in 5. 
 
2. Verticalization 
 
 The verticalization model of language shift understands shift as correlating with changes in 
community structure. Like many others around the world, mid-19th century American communities were 
organized such that local institutions were tightly interconnected and interdependent, horizontally 
organized in the terms of Warren (1978). What happened in local schools and religious practice shaped 
one another, and the same interdependence holds across a range of key local institutions and structures, 
including the economy, media, and government. Warren (1978) posits a period of ‘Great Change’, where 
institutions shift from horizontal to vertical organization, from control within to control from outside the 
community. For example, economic activity shifts to regional and national production, with independent 
farmers going to work in factories, often with non-local owners. Press consolidation over the last century 
leaves increasing numbers of communities without local newspapers. What were once independent local 
schools have come increasingly under the control of state boards of education. These changes disrupt 
local social networks, promoting more extra-community contact. As contributions to Brown 
(forthcoming) show, verticalization also correlates with changes in life modes (Højrup 2003), moving 
from self-employment (working a family farm) to wage labor and sometimes on to becoming managers 
and professionals. Immigrants built and sustained institutions that made for heavily horizontally-oriented 
communities, but by the early 20th century, local control was undermined by verticalization. 
 The multi-volume History of Wisconsin is filled with support for this view. Thompson (1988:44) 
observes about Polish communities: 
 

Their determination to govern their own affairs, to own a home or a piece of land in clear title and 
to pass it on intact to the next generation, to preserve their language, to support their church, and to 
create and maintain the banks and businesses, the cultural and fraternal societies, and the other 
institutions necessary to a self-sufficient people were essential components of Polish life in 
Wisconsin. 

 
Thompson (1988:32) specifically connects these patterns with language maintenance: 
 

More important than school, church, and the ethnic press was the opportunity to speak the language 
at home, at work, and in the company of friends and neighbors. The more compact the family, 
neighborhood, or community in 1940, the more likely the old languages still were being spoken. 

 
Verticalization erodes that compactness. Work to date has focused mostly on verticalization as a trigger 
of shift, which I supplement with an explicit focus on the last stage, the point at which the last set of 
speakers acquired the heritage language. 
 
3. The 1910 Census 
 
 Since 1890, the decennial US Census has asked about the language of people living in the United 
States.1 Teresa Labov (1998) used the 1910 Census to track the learning of English by immigrants in 
Philadelphia. That census asked, in Column 17, whether each person over the age of 10 could speak 
English and, if not, the “Instructions to Enumerators” directed the census taker to list the language 

1 Unfortunately, the questions have changed almost every decade (see Stevens 1999), so that longitudinal studies 
are difficult if not impossible. 
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spoken. While the answer gives no direct information on bilingualism, it provides a starting point for 
understanding immigrant monolingualism.  
 Labov (1998:392) ran logistic regressions on samples of national data on immigrant monolingualism 
from the 1910 Census. Recency of immigration was clearly the strongest on the national level and she 
summarizes her major findings this way: 
 

Recency of immigration, a shared first language, literacy, and entry at an early age were the most 
powerful factors in explaining a shift to English. Speaking English is almost an inevitable product 
of length of residence. 

 
Wilkerson & Salmons (2008) used Labov’s model and 1910 data, finding that up to a quarter of 
Wisconsinites in some communities remained monolingual in German decades after immigration and 
Frey 2013 reports higher rates. Wilkerson & Salmons (2012) expand the analysis to examine households, 
where the presence of German monolinguals, even one parent, suggests that English speakers in the 
household were bilingual.
 While Labov used national data for statistical analysis, Wilkerson & Salmons and others since have 
undertaken local studies and coordinated census data with local histories, providing basic descriptive 
statistics and building pictures of language use in communities. (On the broader relevance of such data 
understanding immigrant languages, see Litty 2017.) Comparative figures are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Ability to speak English, 1910 Census [US born = % monolingual] 
 Monolinguals US-born mono Other monolinguals2 Source3 
German       

Hustisford, WI 310 24% 108 35%  W&S 
Schleswig, WI 238 22% 85 36%  W&S 
Hamburg, WI 152 21% 28 18% 2 W&S 

Germantown, WI 253 18% 110 43% 7 W&S 
Sheboygan, WI 259 17% 28 11% 170 W&S [Ward 6] 
Sauk City, WI 97 14% 11 11%  W&S 

Brothertown, WI 71 7% 24 34% 8 W&S 
Belgium, WI 89 7% 20 23% 43 W&S 

New Holstein, WI 272 28% 134 49% 41 Frey 
Kiel, WI 164 17% 30 18% 1 French Frey 

Dutch       
Fox Valley, WI 41 7.5% 0  1 German V&S 

West Frisian       
Randolph, WI 102 9% —   B&E 

Norwegian       
Ulen, MN 17 5% 0   Natvig 

Icelandic       
Akra, ND 41 12.5% 0    

Walloon       
Brussels, WI 120 12.1% 41 34.0% 31 German, 10 

Bohemian 
 

Finnish       
Oulu, WI 169 27% 5 2.9%  Johnson 

2 This includes other languages spoken, where reported. For Wilkerson & Salmons, the number includes some 
people over 10 who reported ‘none’ for language. Numbers for ‘German’ often conflate Low German and German 
and people in Belgium spoke Letzebuergish as L1. Walloon monolinguals are listed as speaking ‘Belgian’. 
3 Abbreviations are: W&S = Wilkerson & Salmons 2008, V&H = Vanhecke & Salmons forthcoming, B&E = 
Bousquette & Ehresmann 2010. 
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Table 1 provides basic data on monolinguals and US-born monolinguals. (And third generation 
monolinguals are not uncommon, including in Brussels and Hustisford, WI. Work in progress shows 
high numbers of third generation Polish monolinguals in Sharon, WI.)  The table includes numbers from 
previously published research, supplemented with my data for others. My method was to work from 
Ancestry.com Library Edition’s images of census pages. The text is generally available with OCR, but 
I did hand counts of census sheets from images due to numerous errors in the OCR. I counted numbers 
of non-English speakers and numbers of American born. I omitted occasional illegible rows. The 
motivation for my selection of communities will become apparent soon. 
 There are imprecisions and issues of interpretation in this data. First, as David Natvig notes (p.c.), 
the population of Ulen Village was 438, including children for whom no language was reported, 
presumably including American-born monolingual children. Even the less verticalized surrounding area 
showed only one American-born monolingual adult. For Friesland, WI, Bousquette & Natvig (2020) 
report that “the census enumerator in 1930 recorded language proficiency of ALL CHILDREN. In total, 
this yielded 278 monolingual children (Frisian and German combined, plus 43 adults) out of 1192 total 
residents, and most of these children were US-born. Some of these monolingual children were also US-
born to US-born parents.” 
 Second, the verticalization model is built around ‘community’, which Warren defines as “that 
organization of social activities to afford people daily local access to those broad areas of activity that 
are necessary in day-to-day living” (1978:9, see Brown & Salmons forthcoming). Census data comes 
from administrative areas, ‘tracts’, which correspond, often poorly, to community in this sense, 
introducing noise into the quantitative picture. This section’s goal is to show widespread monolingualism 
in these immigrant communities in 1910; its precise extent matters less. 
 Finally, named languages in the census often don’t match actual usage, as in footnote 1 above with 
‘German’ listed for closely related West Germanic languages. Madison, Wisconsin’s Greenbush 
neighborhood is known as a traditionally Italian neighborhood. Almost a fifth of the population in an 
area I checked reported being Italian monolingual in 1910. These people were, however, often from 
Albanian-speaking (Aberesh) enclaves in southern Italy and Sicily. While most or all spoke some kind 
of Italian, many were L1 speakers of Aberesh. Reported Russian monolinguals in the neighborhood were 
presumably L1 Yiddish speakers, based on local history. The census gives us an idea of non-English 
speakers, but can mask what language some people used, even if it reflects languages they could speak. 
 
4. The youngest speakers 
 
 Wilkerson & Salmons (2008) began to investigate immigrant monolingualism and later work has 
studied early bilingualism. While people have interviewed speakers in these communities, no one has 
said much about this as the last stage of shift to English. I have long sensed that the youngest speakers 
across Midwestern communities are roughly the same age. This invites the question of whether the last 
people to acquire these languages natively may have done so at about the same time. Finding a rigorous 
test of this may be impossible, since we lack reliable data on heritage speaker numbers today. But to 
establish a baseline, I sent emails like the following to people doing fieldwork in the Midwest, all WILA 
regulars: 
 

Pardon the email blast, but I have one question for a bunch of folks: I’m working on a paper for the 
upcoming WILA conference and would like to ask your help. Could you tell me the birth years of 
your youngest American-born speakers? There might be two different numbers: If you have an 
exceptionally young speaker or a couple, I’d be eager to have that date, but I’m mostly interested in 
the age range of the youngest overall CLUSTER or SET of speakers. Just that number/those 
numbers and the name of the language and community / communities is all I’d want. And for folks 
who’ve worked with religious communities, I’m only thinking of non-sectarian groups. 
 
I’ve got a hunch that across languages and communities these will match up relatively well. Thank 
you! 
Joe 
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The idea was to capture researchers’ sense of the youngest cohort, where groups of children still acquired 
the heritage language and to note outliers, children who learned the language when almost nobody else 
did. Responses are summarized in Table 2. Almost every community stopped transmitting their heritage 
language in the 1940s, for children starting school by around 1950. Responses include researchers 
who’ve worked in the communities listed in Table 1, plus some for which I don’t yet have census data. 
 
Table 2: Youngest known speakers across communities 

Language Researcher Area Youngest group Youngest speakers 
Norwegian Arnstein Hjelde western WI 1940s, 3-4 after 2002 
Norwegian David Natvig Ulen, MN 1940s  
Dutch Joshua Brown, 

Rachyl Hietpas 
Fox Valley, 
WI 

1933 1961-65 

German Samantha Litty eastern WI 1940s  
Sw. German Robert Klosinski Kidron, OH 1940s 1953, 1957 
Icelandic Kristín Jóhannsdóttir N. Dakota 1950s up to 1979 
Penn Dutch Josh Brown central PA 1942 1986 
Finnish Mirva Johnson northern WI 1940s  
Finnish Mirva Johnson Sointula, BC 1940s 1969 
Walloon Kelly Biers Brussels, WI 1937-1941  

 
These are communities from different areas, speaking different languages, and with different cultural 
institutions and practices. These migrants came at different times – from the 18th to the early 20th 
century – and arrived in different circumstances. Some continued to have significant non-English-
speaking populations into the 20th century, while others largely learned English shortly after arrival. 
Yet, the final step of shift to English is happening within about a decade and a half, overwhelmingly the 
1940s. Even the slightly later dates in North Dakota may in part reflect differences in timing of settlement 
and so on. 
 Why such tight timing? I’ll draw evidence here from Wisconsin, where most of the communities 
are, but the trends hold nationally. Thompson makes this relevant point in his volume of the History of 
Wisconsin (1988:467-468): 
 

State and local governments had undergone rapid expansion during the 1930s, largely the result of 
the necessity to administrate the broad range of programs originating in Washington in response to 
the Depression. 

 
From the 1930s onward, state, federal and corporate dominance overtakes domains that not much earlier 
were locally controlled. The period Thompson treats, 1940-1965, represents the end of the Great Change. 
Glad (1990) and Thompson (1988) both see changes in education as central parts of this period’s 
changes. Building a robust public school system, especially in rural areas, ran from post-World War I 
into the mid 20th century, interlaced toward the end with a program of school consolidation, again with 
special impact on rural communities. As Angela Hoffman notes in correspondence, the GI Bill, offering 
opportunities for higher education to veterans late in this time period, further promotes verticalization. 
This reflects outside control replacing earlier local control, prototypical verticalization. Thompson 
frames the issue of public education explicitly in terms of a battle over local control (1988:499): 

the local schools remained one of the few public institutions still controlled by the people they 
immediately served. Consolidation of their grade schools and high schools was not worth the price 
of losing control over decisions that affected the education of their children. 
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On education in verticalization Brown & Salmons (forthcoming) write about Warren’s notion of 
“socialization”: 
 

Warren notes that “the formal school system is ordinarily considered the principal community 
institution discharging this function” (1978:10) and much early work on verticalization in shift 
focused on increasing centralization of schools and school policy, public and private, as drivers both 
of the learning of English and the loss of minority languages (e.g. Salmons 2017). While there are 
counterexamples where minority languages survive formal education, Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) 
assigns formal education a central role in the eradication of minority languages worldwide (also 
Macaulay & Salmons 2020). 

 
Mirva Johnson points out (p.c.) that this loss of local control need not involve coercing children to speak 
English but could correlate with less contact within social networks in the community and fewer 
opportunities to use the heritage language, along with more contact to people from farther away, people 
less likely to speak their language. She adds that this often “quite literally took away a regular meeting 
and gathering place”. 
 Changes in public education serve as a catalyst. This is ultimately a link between higher-level 
institutional changes and changes in social networks, that is, part of how societal-level change seeps into 
the lives of individuals and communities. In short, education is important for language shift, but 
economic and other forces work in parallel with virtually identical chronologies, such as the rapid decline 
in small, independent farms across the US, a trend striking in the Upper Midwest as elsewhere. Johnson, 
Natvig and others discuss this in Brown (forthcoming) and Frey 2013 treats the issue as well, all for 
communities included here. The family farm, in an area dominated by other family farms, is an excellent 
example of Thompson’s idea of ‘compactness’ contributing to language maintenance. Across Wisconsin 
after World War I, “economic analysts believed that farmers experienced greater hardship during the 
postwar depression than did other segments of Wisconsin society” (Glad 1990:133). The disruption of 
family agriculture continues from there. From 1940 to 1970, “the number of farms decreased from 
193,000 to 110,000, while their average size increased to 119 to 183 acres” (Thompson 1988: 106). 
These trends continue, with fewer and fewer families farming and fewer and fewer farms being family 
operations. Most contributions in Brown (forthcoming) show that the kind of change in life mode that 
comes with a move to wage labor, quintessential verticalization, has profound impact on the social 
networks. As David Natvig notes in correspondence, these changes connect tightly with changes in 
education, which increasingly trains people for the workforce. Further work is needed, but overall these 
examples suggest that institutional and economic changes correspond tightly with when the youngest 
speakers were born. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
 Comparative data from the 1910 Census on monolingualism across Upper Midwestern communities 
shows a spectrum of variation across communities, where some mostly acquired English by that time 
and others did to a far lesser extent. Still, in Wisconsin and beyond, US-born monolinguals were born 
up to around the turn of the 20th century across many communities but few after that. At the same time, 
the youngest American-born clusters of heritage speakers of a set of these languages are all roughly of 
the same age, born in the 1940s. These communities differ along many parameters yet shift almost 
simultaneously. That is, things progress from a situation in 1910 where significant numbers of people, 
many US-born, spoke only their community languages and could not speak English to the essentially 
complete cessation of transmission of those same languages about 30 years later. 
 Verticalization, I argue, drives these changes. Such macro-level processes shape how individuals 
and communities negotiate their linguistic options. Focusing in on Wisconsin as an example, I have 
noted a particularly tight correlation between the end of transmission of some immigrant languages and 
key changes in the educational system, but also in line with fundamental economic changes. This 
powerful correlation warrants investigation, where this key institution may have been the fatal blow to 
immigrant-language maintenance in these and possibly other communities. 
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This pilot study cracks open a door to some bigger questions. Further investigation can provide new 
insight into the history of immigrant monolingualism and bilingualism, while further testing and 
developing the verticalization model. 
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